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Abstract: It is generally accepted in membrane technology that crystalline zones in polymeric 

membranes do not contribute to transport of liquids nor gases. In current study, poly(3-

alkylthiophene)s (P3ATs), i.e. homopolymers and random copolymers, were synthesized to 

study the influence of the supramolecular organization on membrane gas separations. The 

monomers were polymerized via KCTCP and GPC analysis shows that the polymers have a 

narrow dispersity. DSC analysis of the polymers reveals that the homopolymers, in contrast to 



the copolymers, crystallized, confirming their higher degree of supramolecular organization. 

This was supported by UV-vis absorption spectra of the polymer films, where a red-shift and 

a characteristic shoulder absorption peak around 600 nm were observed for the 

homopolymers, while absent for the copolymers. More surprisingly, the homopolymers were 

found to be two orders of magnitude more permeable to CO2 than the copolymers and also 

more selective.  

INTRODUCTION 

Research on polymeric membranes for gas separations has attracted continuously increasing 

interest, owing to their economic and environmental advantages over traditional separation 

processes.1,2 Polymeric membranes can be used for the purification of a wide variety of gas 

mixtures, e.g., upgrading of methane from CO2/CH4 mixtures (natural gas and biogas), 

enrichment of oxygen from N2/O2 mixtures (air), removal of carbon dioxide from flue gas 

(CO2/N2) and many more. The membrane performance is primarily determined by two 

properties: the permeability (P) on one hand, and the selectivity (α) on the other.3 The 

permeability can be considered the reverse of the resistance for the transport of a given gas 

across the membrane and is generally expressed in Barrer (1 Barrer = 10-10cm3(STP)cm cm−2s−1 

cmHg−1); while the selectivity indicates the separation capacity of the membrane toward 

penetrant gas molecules.  

For industrial applications, a membrane should mainly possess both high permeability and 

good selectivity.2 Only a very limited number of polymer types has been commercialized as 

membrane materials for gas separations.1,4To overcome this, a great deal of effort has been 

focused on investigating new polymer structures which can fulfill the above requirements. 

Among them, conjugated polymers (CPs) have been explored as promising gas separation 



materials.5–7 Polyaniline (PANI),8,9 polypyrrole (PPy) and regio-irregular poly(3-

alkylthiophene)s (ri-P3ATs)10,11 have all been investigated. Recently, our group has studied for 

the first time regio-regular (rr) rr-P3ATs with improved performance thanks to better control 

of the supramolecular structure.12 However, it should be mentioned that relatively little is 

known about the fundamental relationship between CP structures and the membrane 

performances.7 Further investigations are needed to assess this relationship if one wants to 

optimize the gas separation properties of CPs.  

Following the strategy pursued in our previous studies,12 in the current work two types of rr-

P3ATs, homopolymers and random copolymers, were synthesized with the aim to evaluate 

the influence of the supramolecular organization and crystallinity of P3ATs on the membrane 

gas selectivities and permeabilities. It is commonly accepted that the permeability of polymer 

membranes decreases with increasing degree of crystallinity of polymers as the transport of 

gas molecules occurs solely via the amorphous region.13–18 Homopolymers in film form a 

lamellar supramolecular organization, where the backbones are stacked via π-interactions and 

the flexible side chains are packed between the stacked backbones.19–27 Random copolymers 

with a large difference in side chains, on the contrary, cannot form the above described 

supramolecular structure. By synthesizing both polymers, it was therefore possible to 

investigate the influence of the supramolecular organization, which is the driving force for the 

crystallization of rr-P3ATs, on the membrane permeabilities and selectivities while keeping 

chemical interactions between penetrant gas molecules and the polymer chains similar. Both 

the homopolymers and the copolymers were synthesized using the KCTCP to obtain well-

defined rr-P3ATs.28,29 The obtained polymers were next cast in membranes to measure their 

gas transport properties. Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) was used to 

measure the polymer free-volumes.  



EXPERIMENTAL  

Synthesis  

Monomers 

The precursor monomers, 2-bromo-5-iodo-3-hexylthiophene, 2-bromo-5-iodo-3-

octylthiophene, 2-bromo-5-iodo-3-dodecylthiophene and 2-bromo-5-iodo -3-(2-

ethylhexyl)thiophene were synthesized according to literature.28 2-Bromo-5-iodo-3-

cyclohexylthiophene precursor monomer was synthesized as described elsewhere (Scheme 

1).30,31 

 

 

Scheme 1. Synthesis of 2-bromo-5-iodo-3-cyclohexylthiophene. i, 1) Mg, 2) Ni(dppp)Cl2, 3-

bromothiophene; ii, N-bromosuccinimide; iii, I2, phenyliododiacetate and the synthesis of the 

polymers. 

Polymers 

The homopolythiophenes and random copolythiophenes were synthesized following the 

general procedure (Scheme 1).28 Four homopolythiophenes,  poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), 

poly(3-octylthiophene) (P3OT), poly(3-(2-ethylhexyl)thiophene) (P3EHT) and poly(3-

dodecylthiophene) (P3DDT) were prepared. In addition to this, three random 



copolythiophenes, poly(3-(2-ethylhexyl)thiophene-co-3-cyclohexylthiophene)s (Cop25, 

Cop50 and Cop75) were synthesized. The number after the term Cop refers to the aimed 

monomer ratio percent of a 3-(2-ethylhexyl)lthiophene monomer in the copolymer.  

Characterization of polymers 

Molar mass and structure of polymers 

The obtained polymers were analyzed by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) to reveal the 

number average molar mass (�̅�𝑛) and dispersity (Ð). The sample was prepared by dissolving 

approximately 2 mg of polymer in 2 ml of THF, the solution was passed through a filter of 0.20 

µm pore diameter before injecting in the GPC device apparatus (Shimadzu 10 AVP). Prior to 

measurement, the device was calibrated using polystyrene standards and THF as eluent. 1H 

NMR spectroscopy was used to record the polymer spectra in order to reveal their structures 

and the copolymer compositions. A Bruker Avance 400 MHz was used to record the 1H NMR 

spectra of the polymers dissolved in CDCl3. 

Thermal properties  

Thermal properties of the polymers were measured by means of a TA instruments Q2000 

differential scanning calorimeter (DSC). Samples of about 5 mg in closed TZero Aluminium 

Hermetic pans were scanned at a rate of 20 °C/min to record the thermograms. 

Supramolecular organization  

UV-vis spectra of the polymer solutions (CHCl3) and films were recorded by a Varian Cary 400 

apparatus. The films were prepared by spin coating the polymer solutions (2 wt%) on glass 

slides, which were stored in the dark to prevent photo-oxidation of the polymers.  

Membrane preparation  



All membranes were prepared by spin coating (600 rpm) the polymer solution (2 wt% in CHCl3) 

on top of a porous crosslinked polyimide PI support.32,33 The spin coated layer was next sealed 

with a highly permeable polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layer.34 In this way, the polymer 

selective layer was sandwiched between the two layers that provide respectively mechanical 

resistance and combined physical protection and defect-sealing. Since not all P3ATs could be 

processed into free-standing films with sufficient mechanical strength, the preparation of such 

thin film composite (TFC) film was preferred for all polymers. The thus obtained TFC-

membranes were put in an oven at 140°C for 1 h to remove traces of solvents,35 and to further 

crosslink the PDMS. The PDMS was prepared by dissolving RTV 615 (two component Kit, 

Momentive Performance Materials) in hexane (20 wt%) and heated at 60 °C for 1 h to initiate 

the crosslinking before spin coating.34 The support was prepared via the process of phase 

inversion by deposition of a PI solution (Matrimid 15 wt%, N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) 

62.25 wt %, THF 20.75 wt% and 2wt% H) onto an NMP saturated non-woven PP/PE fabric 

(Novatex) by means of an automated casting knife (Braive Instruments, Belgium) set at 250 

µm and 1.2 m.min-1.36 After casting, the solvent was allowed to evaporate for 30 s and the 

membrane was immersed for 1 h in a deionized water bath for coagulation. To crosslink the 

support, it was immersed for 1 h in a methanol solution containing 5 wt% 

hexamethylenediamine, after which it was rinsed with methanol and then stored in methanol 

until further use.32,37 

Membrane characterization 

Membrane morphology  

The membrane internal microstructure was visualized by analyzing the membrane cross-

section by means of a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Membrane cross-sections were 



freeze fractured in liquid N2 and sputter-coated with Au/Pd using a JEOL JFC-1300 auto fine 

coater prior to analysis. The apparatus used was a JEOL JSM-6010 LV microscope operated at 

an acceleration voltage of 10 kV.  

Elemental analysis by EDX spectroscopy 

Energy Dispersive X-ray spectra (EDS or EDX) of membrane cross-sections were recorded to 

trace the P3AT layer as it is the only membrane component possessing sulfur. Same samples 

prepared earlier for SEM experiments were re-used and analyzed using Phillips XL30 

microscope equipped with a field emission gun and an EDAX EDX detector. 

Polymer free-volumes 

Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) is a well-established tool to measure free-

volumes in polymeric membranes.38,39 After thermalization, a positron and an electron can 

form a hydrogen-like element, the so-called positronium (Ps). It occurs either as para-

positronium (p-Ps) in a spin-singlet state or as ortho-positronium (o-Ps) in a spin-triplet state. 

The positron of the o-Ps interacts with an electron of its surroundings and annihilates into two 

gamma-quanta with an average lifetime, the pick-off lifetime (τ), which can be measured and 

directly correlated to the free-volume hole size using Equation 1 according to the Tao-Eldrup 

model.40,41 From this equation, R represents the mean free-volume radius, and ∆R the electron 

layer thickness where there is a probability of finding the o-Ps. The latter, ∆R= 0.1656 nm, is 

an empirical parameter which has been calculated from the materials with well-known free-

volume hole size. λ equals 2 ns-1 and represents the spin-averages Ps annihilation rate in 

vacuum.  
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Equation 1 

The measurements were performed on the free-standing P3AT films prepared by solution 

casting. A polymer solution in CHCl3 (2 wt%) was drop cast on glass slides and the solvent was 

slowly evaporated to yield the thick films. Samples underwent a vacuum treatment at 10-7 mbar 

for around 2 h before the PALS measurement was executed at the neutron induced positron source 

Munich (NEPOMUC) with the Pulsed Low-Energy Positron System (PLEPS), which produces a 

monochromatic positron beam of variable energy. This allows for depth-dependent PALS 

measurements, with a depth-resolution in the nanometer range.42 To make sure all positrons 

are implanted in the membrane, the used positron implantation energies were 2 and 4 keV, 

corresponding to, respectively, mean positron implantation depths of 97.82 nm and 320.16, 

when assuming a polymer density of 1 g/cm³. Even if the polymer density would differ from 1 

by ± 0.5 g/cm³, the membrane would still be probed at these implantation energies. However, 

as no significant differences were observed between different implantation depths, it can be 

concluded that all samples have a homogeneous free-volume structure throughout the film. 

The herein presented data were obtained at 2 keV. For these spectra 4 million counts were 

collected with a counting rate of about 10000 cts/s and a time resolution of about 250 ps. All 

spectra were evaluated with PALSfit.43 The resolution function was determined by measuring 

p-doped SiC. The spectra were deconvoluted into either four lifetime components (p-Ps, free 

e+, o-Ps-short, o-Ps-long) or into 3 lifetime components (p-Ps, free e+, o-Ps, with a log-normal 

distribution on the latter), leading to good overall fit variances below 1.2. 

Gas permeability and selectivity  

A custom-built high-throughput gas separation (HTGSX) device apparatus described in detail 

elsewhere was used to analyze the gas transport properties of the P3AT membranes.44 16 



different membrane coupons can be analyzed in parallel under mixed-gas conditions. Using a 

compact gas chromatograph (cGC, Interscience), the gas composition of the permeate was 

determined. An auxiliary cylinder with a constant volume connected to an MKS Baratron® 

pressure transducer enabled the calculation of the permeability through the membrane by 

monitoring the gas pressure in the cylinder using Equation 2.  

𝑃𝑖 = 1010
𝑦𝑖𝑉𝐿

𝑥𝑖𝑝𝑢𝑝𝐴𝑅𝑇
 
𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑡
 

Equation 2 

where xi and yi are mole factions of gas i in the upstream and downstream, respectively. V is 

the downstream volume in cm3, L is the membrane thickness (cm) and dp/dt refers to the 

increase pressure rate. A is the membrane area in cm2, T is the temperature in Kelvin and pup 

the feed pressure in cmHg. The single gas selectivity 𝛼𝑖𝑗  between gas component i and j was 

determined by the ratio of their respective permeabilities (𝛼𝑖𝑗 =
𝑃𝑖

𝑃𝑗
) while the mixed gas 

selectivity was obtained by taking the mole fractions on downstream(yi,yj) and upstream (xi, 

xj) of the two gases as shown in Equation 3. 

𝛼𝑖𝑗 =

𝑦𝑖
𝑦𝑗

⁄

𝑥𝑖
𝑥𝑗

⁄
 

Equation 3 

All measurements were done at 26 °C and the feed pressure was set at 3 bar.  

X-ray diffraction experiments (XRD) were performed using a STOE Stadi P high-throughput 

powder XRD apparatus. The samples were measured in transmission mode using Cu Kα X-

rays (λ = 1.5406 Å). 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Synthesis and characterization of monomers and polymers 

Synthesis of monomers and polymers 

The structures of the precursor monomers and synthesized polymers were revealed by 1H 

NMR. Four homopolythiophenes, P3HT, P3OT, P3DDT and P3EHT, and three poly(3-(2-

ethylhexyl)thiophene-co-3-cyclohexylthiophene)s (Cop25, Cop50 and Cop75) were 

successfully synthesized, whose structures are presented in Figure 1. In  Table 1, the number 

average molar mass (�̅�𝑛) and the dispersity (Ð) of the polymers are presented. The narrow 

molar mass distribution (Ð ≤ 1.3) for all P3ATs is in line with a controlled polymerization.45,46 

Moreover, the analysis of the 1H NMR spectra enabled to determine the monomer ratios in 

the random copolymers, by an integration of the monomer proton peaks at known chemical 

shifts, 7.08-6.99 ppm for 3-cyclohexylthiophene and 6.97-6.89 ppm for 3-(2-

ethylhexyl)thiophene. From the integration, the percentage of 3-(2-ethylhexyl)thiophene 

monomer was found to be 26 % in Cop25, 52 % in Cop50 and 75 % in Cop75 (see SI). 

 

Figure 1. Structures of the synthesized polymers. 

Table 1. Number average molar mass (�̅�𝒏) and dispersity (Ð) of the polymers. 



Polymer �̅�𝒏 (kg/mol) Ð 

P3HT 39.4 1.2 

P3OT 27.2 1.3 

P3DDT 19.9 1.3 

P3EHT 23.5 1.2 

Cop25 6.5 1.3 

Cop50 7.9 1.2 

Cop75 9.2 1.1 

 

Thermal properties of the polymers 

The thermal properties of the homopolymers and the random copolymers were studied by 

DSC. From the thermograms (see SI), it is noticed that the homopolythiophenes, P3HT, P3OT 

and P3DDT, showed endothermic melting peaks at 239, 192 and 156 °C respectively. P3EHT 

instead showed two endothermic peaks at 70 and 89 °C with the first being the most intense. 

During a cooling cycle, the crystallization peaks were observed for P3HT, P3OT and P3DDT at 

209 °C, 161 °C and 126 °C respectively. For P3EHT, no crystallization peak was detected, which 

could most likely be attributed to the slow crystallization.22 However, when the P3EHT was 

kept at 25 °C for 15 h and then re-heated, it showed again two endothermic peaks with similar 

intensity at 78 and 88 °C, strongly indicating that it had crystallized. From the DSC 

thermograms, it can thus be concluded that the homopolymers are semi-crystalline.21,22,47  

For the random copolymers, a melting peak is observed for Cop75 at 213 °C and 67 °C for 

Cop50. Cop25 instead did not show any melting peak. The latter polymer had a highest 

fraction of the bulky monomer, 3-cyclohexylthiophene, which could significantly hinder the 

crystallization. However, during the cooling, none of the copolymers crystallized, and the 

melting enthalpies of both Cop50 and Cop75 (3.4 ± 0.1 J g-1) were inferior to that of the 

homopolymers (14 ± 1 J g-1). The DSC results indicate that the copolymers have a much lower 



degree of crystallinity than the homopolymers and that no crystallinity is present after 

melting.21 It was further noticed for the copolymers that both the melting temperatures and 

enthalpies decreased with increasing the content of the bulky 3-cyclohexylthiophene 

monomer. This can be justified by an inability of the bulky side chain to efficiently pack, as was 

anticipated.31 The thermograms of the copolymers can also be found in SI. 

Supramolecular organization by UV-vis 

UV-vis spectroscopy is widely used to study the supramolecular organization of P3ATs.21–23,25 

The planarization of the polymer chains and intermolecular π-π stacking can be detected by 

the appearance of red-shifts and well-resolved shoulder absorption peak around 600 nm as 

compared to the spectra of polymer solutions.22,23,48 The UV-vis spectra of the polymer 

solutions and films (3 h and 1 week after spin coating) are presented in Figure 2. Barrer was 

the maximum value for the random copolymers, i.e. a difference of two orders of magnitude 

between the two polymer series. This difference is supposed to be way larger than the 

uncertainty on the exact determination of the thickness of the selective layer and of the exact 

permeation properties of the intruded layer. The homopolymers, having a clearly higher 

degree of crystallinity, are thus more permeable than the copolymers. This is an intriguing 

result to observe that the permeability increases with increasing degree of crystallinity. At the 

exception of one paper by Sawada et al.,51 it is commonly accepted that polymer crystallinity 

decreases the membrane permeability as the gas transport occurs solely through the 

amorphous region.13–18 Sawada et al. reported that the crystallinity of poly(lactic acid) (PLA) 

increased by thermal treatment (at and above 80 °C) of the PLA membrane. More 

interestingly, they indeed found that the permeability of the crystalline PLA membrane was 

higher than that of the amorphous. This was explained by linking the crystallinity (up to 20 %) 



to the formation of a continuous space (larger than the gas molecule size) between the 

spherical discontinuous crystalline units and amorphous regions, by which gas molecules 

easily diffused. However, they noticed that at about 40 % crystallinity, continuous crystal 

branches appeared and the permeability dropped again. In the current study however, P3ATs, 

which have a different crystallization mechanism than common semi-crystalline polymers, 

were used. The crystalline part in semi-crystalline P3ATs consists of closely stacked thiophene 

backbones separated with a microphase of flexible alkyl side chains (Figure 4).19,20 The 

significantly higher permeability of semi-crystalline P3ATs must originate from the crystalline 

part. The closely stacked thiophene backbones cannot be the origin as they are too densely 

packed to even allow small gas molecules to pass.19,20 However, the flexible alkyl side chains 

form a very mobile microphase that can act as a pathway for the gas molecules, as illustrated 

in Figure 4. In amorphous P3ATs on the contrary, polymer chains are randomly entangled, 

which does not favor the formation of a pathway filled with flexible side chains. Thus, the 

higher degree of crystallinity leads to more of such pathways which enhance the permeation 

of gas molecules. This could explain why P3HT, the most crystalline (highest molar mass and 

shortest side chain) of the homopolymers,21,22,24,48 is the most permeable of all with a CO2 

permeability of 225 Barrer. This is the highest permeability ever reported with P3AT 

membranes.7,10,11 It is now clear that this is because previously reported P3ATs were regio-

irregulars and could thus not form such nicely ordered semi-crystalline structures.  

The selectivity data are presented in Table 2. For both mixed and single gas selectivities, three 

homopolymers out of four, i.e. P3OT, P3DDT and P3EHT, had higher selectivities, for both the 

CO2/CH4 and CO2/N2 gas pair, than the copolymers. P3HT with the lowest number of carbon 

atoms in the alkyl side chain, is an outlier in the homopolymer series with selectivities similar 

to those of the copolymers. 



 From the UV-vis spectra, it is noticed that 3 hours after spin coating, the homopolymers 

showed red-shifts with shoulder absorption peaks around 600 nm, which remained after 1 

week, strongly indicating the polymer aggregation.22,23 For the copolymers, on the contrary, 

there were no shoulders present, neither red-shifts, even after 1 week. These UV-vis results 

strongly indicate that upon spin coating, the way the P3AT is incorporated in the membrane, 

the homopolymers aggregate and form a supramolecular structure, while the copolymers 

cannot. This is in line with what was observed in the DSC measurements. The copolymers did 

not show crystallization peaks after melting, nor do they show any sign of organization after 

spin coating. Both DSC and UV-vis results thus point in a same direction and indicate that the 

copolymers do not organize as the homopolymers do. This was confirmed by X-ray diffraction 

experiments. (Figure SI19). 

Figure 2. UV-vis patterns of a, copolymers in solution (sol) and copolymer films 3h after spin 



coating (f3h); b, homopolymers in solution and films 3h after spin coating; c, copolymers 

films 3h and 1 week after casting (f1w); d, homopolymers films 3h and 1 week after spin 

coating 

Membrane characterization 

SEM-EDX 

Analysis of the SEM images of the membrane cross-sections revealed the formation of a P3AT 

dense layer between the PDMS sealing layer and the porous PI support (Figure 3). In addition, 

it was noticed that the P3AT solution had intruded in the porous structure of PI support, 

forming an additional selective phase with mixed composition. This was supported by EDX 

analysis of the intruded phase in which sulfur was detected (Figure 3). This extra selective 

layer was therefore taken into account in the measurement of the total thickness of the 

selective layer. It was assumed that the intrusions in the support resulted in an average 

volume fraction of 10 % of the P3AT (based on TEM cross-section image of such a support).49 

The thickness of the dense layer was determined from SEM cross-section images. The overall 

permeability of the composite intruded layer was determined and de-convoluted based on a 

linear combination of the pure matrimid (PI) and P3AT permeabilities using the above 

mentioned volume fraction. For matrimid, literature permeability values were taken.50 Even 

though the intruded P3AT layers could have different properties than the P3AT bulk phases 

with respect to e.g. swelling and chain mobility, they were thus considered together with the 

actual P3AT dense layer on top, as one homogeneous thick layer. 



 

Figure 3. SEM image (up) and EDX line scan with the most characteristic chemical elements 

per layer shown in brackets of the P3HT membrane cross-section (bottom image). 

Permeability and selectivity results 

The CO2 permeability data (Table 2) reveal that the homopolymers were much more 

permeable than the copolymers. A maximum CO2 permeability of up to 225 Barrer was 

recorded for the homopolymers, while 2 Barrer was the maximum value for the random 

copolymers, i.e. a difference of two orders of magnitude between the two polymer series. This 

difference is supposed to be way larger than the uncertainty on the exact determination of 

the thickness of the selective layer and of the exact permeation properties of the intruded 

layer. The homopolymers, having a clearly higher degree of crystallinity, are thus more 

permeable than the copolymers. This is an intriguing result to observe that the permeability 

increases with increasing degree of crystallinity. At the exception of one paper by Sawada et 

al.,51 it is commonly accepted that polymer crystallinity decreases the membrane permeability 



as the gas transport occurs solely through the amorphous region.13–18 Sawada et al. reported 

that the crystallinity of poly(lactic acid) (PLA) increased by thermal treatment (at and above 

80 °C) of the PLA membrane. More interestingly, they indeed found that the permeability of 

the crystalline PLA membrane was higher than that of the amorphous. This was explained by 

linking the crystallinity (up to 20 %) to the formation of a continuous space (larger than the 

gas molecule size) between the spherical discontinuous crystalline units and amorphous 

regions, by which gas molecules easily diffused. However, they noticed that at about 40 % 

crystallinity, continuous crystal branches appeared and the permeability dropped again. In the 

current study however, P3ATs, which have a different crystallization mechanism than 

common semi-crystalline polymers, were used. The crystalline part in semi-crystalline P3ATs 

consists of closely stacked thiophene backbones separated with a microphase of flexible alkyl 

side chains (Figure 4).19,20 The significantly higher permeability of semi-crystalline P3ATs must 

originate from the crystalline part. The closely stacked thiophene backbones cannot be the 

origin as they are too densely packed to even allow small gas molecules to pass.19,20 However, 

the flexible alkyl side chains form a very mobile microphase that can act as a pathway for the 

gas molecules, as illustrated in Figure 4. In amorphous P3ATs on the contrary, polymer chains 

are randomly entangled, which does not favor the formation of a pathway filled with flexible 

side chains. Thus, the higher degree of crystallinity leads to more of such pathways which 

enhance the permeation of gas molecules. This could explain why P3HT, the most crystalline 

(highest molar mass and shortest side chain) of the homopolymers,21,22,24,48 is the most 

permeable of all with a CO2 permeability of 225 Barrer. This is the highest permeability ever 

reported with P3AT membranes.7,10,11 It is now clear that this is because previously reported 

P3ATs were regio-irregulars and could thus not form such nicely ordered semi-crystalline 

structures.  



The selectivity data are presented in Table 2. For both mixed and single gas selectivities, three 

homopolymers out of four, i.e. P3OT, P3DDT and P3EHT, had higher selectivities, for both the 

CO2/CH4 and CO2/N2 gas pair, than the copolymers. P3HT with the lowest number of carbon 

atoms in the alkyl side chain, is an outlier in the homopolymer series with selectivities similar 

to those of the copolymers. 

Table 2. Permeability and selectivity results. Values shown are the average of 3 replicates, 

except for P3OT and P3DDT, where only one measurement could be executed (*). 

Polymer 𝑷𝑪𝑶𝟐
 (Barrer) Mixed gas Single gas 

𝜶𝑪𝑶𝟐 𝑪𝑯𝟒⁄  𝑷𝑪𝑶𝟐
𝑷𝑪𝑯𝟒

⁄  𝑷𝑪𝑶𝟐
𝑷𝑵𝟐

⁄  

P3HT 225 ± 3 10 ± 1 13 ± 2 29 ± 2 

P3OT* 81.5 24.5 38.9 46.7 

P3DDT* 142 23.7 24.7 48.2 

P3EHT 84 ± 2 25.4 ± 4.0 38 ± 12 44 ± 5 

Cop25 1.20 ± 0.04 13 ± 1 11 ± 1 18 ± 2 

Cop50 1.3 ± 0.1 12 ± 2 11 ± 1 17 ± 2 

Cop75 2.1 ± 0.1 10 ± 1 13.8 16 ± 1 

 

 

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the organization of the semi-crystalline structure of rr-

P3AT, with crystalline regions formed by stacked backbones and amorphous regions, formed 



by entangled chains. Gas transport is believed to occur through the microphases, formed by 

the flexible side chains of the backbone. Figured inspired from 19. 

PALS 

The analysis of the PALS spectra of all samples with the simplest multi-exponential model 

required four lifetime components (p-Ps, free e+, o-Ps-short and o-Ps-long) to adequately 

describe the data, corresponding to two different average free volumes (Figure 15 and 16 in 

SI). Alternatively, the data could be described with three lifetime components (p-Ps, free e+, 

o-Ps), with a broad log-normal distribution on the o-Ps species (Figure 17 and 18 in SI). 

Additional information is required to differentiate between both models as they both have 

similar and good fit variances. The overall conclusion of both models is nevertheless the same: 

the homopolymers contain larger free-volume elements than the copolymers. In the four 

lifetime fit, no significant differences were observed for the o-Ps-short lifetime. However, the 

lifetime of the long o-Ps species was significantly longer for all homopolymers (Figure 5). Also, 

the intensities of the o-Ps-long lifetime (except for P3EHT) are higher than those of the 

copolymers (Figure 16 in SI). These findings suggest that the homopolymers contain more and 

larger free-volume elements than the copolymers. The PALS results are thus readily consistent 

with the membrane separation data, where the homopolymers obtained significantly higher 

gas permeabilities than the copolymers. 



 

Figure 5. Average free-volume element radii of the homo- and copolymers, based on the short-

living and long-living o-Ps. The results were obtained via a multi-exponential model with four 

lifetime components. 

On the other hand, when comparing the different homopolymers, not such big differences in 

free-volume element radii are observed. In the crystalline part, the distance between the 

stacked piles of thiophene backbones, which depends on the length of the side chain,24 is 

significantly larger for P3DDT than for P3HT. As a consequence, if PALS would detect free-

volume elements in the crystalline part (i.e. in the alkyl phase, where the gas permeation 

occurs), the free-volume elements for P3HT and P3DDT should be significantly different. 

Knowing that these zones which are filled up by the alkyl side chains of the monomers behave 

like alkanes, it seems indeed acceptable that PALS does not manage to probe free volumes in 

such highly mobile phase. This is in agreement with the overall accepted vision that o-Ps 

annihilation is sensitive to local, microscopic properties rather than to the bulk properties of 

the polymer.52 In conclusion, the free-volume elements probed with PALS are solely situated 

in the amorphous region, which is not the dominant part of the membrane for gas transport 

of the homopolymers. In the same manner, it is not possible to relate the difference in 



selectivity of the membranes to the size of the free-volume elements. As a consequence, PALS 

is not able to identify whether solubility selectivity or diffusion selectivity dominates. 

CONCLUSIONS 

To study the influence of the supramolecular organization and crystallinity of rr-P3ATs on the 

membrane gas transport properties, two series of rr-P3ATs, homopolymers and random 

copolymers, were synthesized. After spin coating, the homopolymers aggregated in 

supramolecular structures in contrast with the random copolymers. The gas transport 

measurements revealed that the permeabilities of the homopolymers were almost two orders 

of magnitude higher than those of the copolymers. The higher permeability of the 

homopolymers was attributed to the formation of a microphase of flexible side chains which 

acts as a pathway for the gas molecules. Reported polythiophene membranes thus form a 

unique system where a higher degree of crystallinity leads to higher permeabilities. 
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